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Welcome to all members who have been able attend todays, very different to normal AGM. 

What can anyone say about the past 12 months. It is barely believable that 12 months ago, 

the pandemic started and yet we are still in a lockdown situation. The strong feelings of 

uncertainty and anxiety that has been an inevitable part of this covid pandemic are deeply 

worrying; something that Trade Unions are pushing employers to fully recognise. 

Once again, it is the public sector that has shown to be the backbone to communities and society 

throughout Britain. In Coventry, our members from all services from refuse to care workers to 

library and school workers have gone above and beyond their job descriptions, putting the citizens 

of Coventry first, at times above their own wellbeing. As the chair of the branch, it makes me feel 

immensely proud of what our members can do in a crisis.  

Over the past 12 months the branch has kept functioning even though it has been a year of not 

physically meeting with colleagues. Our reps, convenors and branch staff have found new and 

innovative ways of meeting the needs of our members, in part, using Microsoft Teams and making 

lots and lots of telephone calls.  

The one key learning from this experience has been how we communicate with our members and I 

believe over the last 12 months, we have become more effective in the way that we do this. The 

branches response to this crisis has been successful in part thanks to our branch employed 

Administrator, Neil and our Caseworker Rose who have worked tirelessly to ensure that our 

members receive the support and communications they need. The new ways of working are likely 

to be expanded upon and will remain with us as we move forward, enabling our members to feel 

more included within the branch.Looking towards the future and hopefully the light at the end of the 

tunnel, there are still some struggles ahead, but if we all work together, I know that we can 

overcome them. We will continue to work with our sister Trade Unions to get the long overdue 

recognition and increase in pay that our members in the public sector so rightly deserve; It is those 

members who have been carrying the strain for the past 12 months and we feel that deserves full 

and meaningful recognition.  

 

As your Chair, I would like to sincerely thank 

everyone for their endeavours, hard work and 

dedication you have shown throughout this 

terrible situation we all find ourselves in. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Branch Chair 
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Almost immediately after the last AGM COVID lockdown went quickly from being a possibility to reality.  

For many of our members life changed massively; whether working from home or being in the workplace 

nothing has been quite the same since.    

I want to recognise and thank every member of UNISON who has been instrumental in keeping our services 

running.  Every member has gone over and above; giving of themselves whilst living in fear of catching 

COVID, trying to manage home schooling and work, struggling with their mental health, being alone 

without the human interactions being in the workplace gives them.   As a branch we recognise each and 

every one of you and believe you deserve the thanks that many people will never offer.   We’ve proved 

that public servants like us are there when times are tough. 

So many amazing things have happened; in Coventry we managed to house the homeless in lockdown 1 

which has led to an attempt to ensure that those who were living on the streets were not just pushed back 

onto the streets.  We have sacrificed seeing our families to keep children in schools safe and those in 

nursing homes safe.  We have turned up every day to keep the city clean and the bins emptied. 

It has not been easy; many of you came to us for advice and support for the first time ever; you were 

concerned about your work being safe whether it be from home or out in the communities we look after.  

As a branch we have had to react quickly and make sure that the health and safety of you are members 

became the top priority for employers.  We have challenged and got things changed for you so that you are 

safer in your workplaces. 

We have also seen that many of you have joined us – seeing the benefits of trade union membership and 

the protection and defences we bring.  School members have joined and seen that UNISON is the only 

union who have been there for support staff and support staff only; we have not had to balance the needs 

of teachers against our members, and we’ve pushed schools not to just sacrifice support staff to the pupil 

facing work. 

A lot of work has happened around members who have been vulnerable; we have worked hard to ensure 

that our most vulnerable members have not been pushed into workplaces where the risk of getting COVID 

would have meant endangering their lives. 

As a Branch Secretary I’ve never been so proud of the work reps have done day in and out ensuring that 

their workplaces have been as safe as we could make them.  It has not been perfect some employers have 

been more receptive to comments and concerns than others but that hasn’t stopped us raising issues time 

and again. 

As a Corporate Representative I can honestly say I have never been so busy; UNISON made sure that the 

employer met with us weekly to start with and then fortnightly through lockdowns.  We challenged in 

lockdown 2 where it almost felt there was no lockdown with schools remaining fully open.  Throughout the 

pandemic many members have met with us and taken advice from us about all kinds of matters.  Although 

the employer put formal casework on hold for a period of time, there was still so much to do to help 

members.  In the early days of lockdown there was a focus on how people could work from home and we 

had to challenge strongly on the issues around connectivity and working spaces for members. 

Branch Secretary and  

 Sarah Feeney 

 

Corporate Rep Report 



There have been some positives though – people have said that after lockdown ends, they would like to 

continue to work partly from home and partly from the office.  Some members have managed to arrange 

with their manager a better set of working hours for themselves.  We are here to support and campaign for 

you to continue to be able to access the positives that lockdown bought – it is not just about going back to 

the way things were. 

We are starting to see a greater impact on members mental health for a variety of reasons; some work 

related, some COVID related and others struggling financially with partners furloughed or made redundant.  

There for You is part of UNISON that is there to help where we can.  We would also always urge members 

to take the support that employers offer to you in terms of counselling.  We’ve proved this year we are 

strong but even the strongest amongst us needs to ask for help sometimes. 

Lastly, I want to thank our staff in the UNISON office; again, like many members they had to adjust to 

working from home, getting to grips with meetings via teams and losing that in person interaction that they 

enjoy.  Neil our administrator and Rose our caseworker have worked incredibly hard throughout the 

pandemic.  Neil was instrumental in ensuring that members didn’t see a loss of service when we moved 

from office based to home base working.  Rose has been tireless representing private sector members 

whose employers have not held back processes during this period. 

 

Thank you all – you are all amazing and we are stronger together 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sarah Feeney 
Sarah.feeney@unisoncoventry.co.uk  



 

 

When our AGM took place last year it was just before the national lockdown – and 

to say it feels like more than a year ago seems to be a massive understatement.  

100,000 deaths later (with many more worldwide), the country is in a crisis. Lives have 

been turned upside down with the loss of loved ones and many facing an uncertain future 

due to job losses and loss of pay. 

The pandemic has exposed many things which are true in ‘normal’ times but are posed 

even more bluntly in times of crisis.  

Firstly, we have system that puts profit before health – whether that’s people being sent 

back to work before its safe, not having enough NHS staff due to austerity cuts or dodgy 

track and trace contracts – every time profit comes first. That needs to change. Secondly, 

it has also shown who the real key workers are – not the bankers or politicians but workers 

in the public and private sector – from health and care workers to teaching assistants, 

from postal workers to delivery drivers and supermarket staff, it has been ordinary people 

who have kept things going.  

UNISON members have played a huge role in keeping services going. It is a disgrace the 

government have introduced a pay freeze, and the union needs to fight 

strongly against this. It is frankly sickening to see the so called Labour 

‘opposition’ in Parliament offer barely squeak in criticism of the government 

– with Marcus Rashford having been a more combative (and successful) 

opposition to government policies than Keir Starmer.  

The pandemic has brought huge challenges to our branch – but we 

have managed to keep going and kept fighting for our members. We 

have switched quickly to using various platforms to help us organise 

– having some of the biggest members meeting for a long time. A 

big thank you to Neil Swatman our branch administrator who has 

made this possible – without whom it would be very difficult for our 

branch to function.  

A huge thanks to all reps as well – there has been so much unseen 

work going on to support members through this time.  

Despite it being a new year, this is far from over. Therefore, I would 

encourage more members to become reps for their workplace. Unions 

are going to become even more relevant as we need to face up to the 

challenges and fight the government to make sure that ordinary people 

don’t continue to pay for this crisis.  

Thanks again to all reps and members! 

 

 

Assistant Branch Secretary 

 
Paul Hunt 

 

Paul Hunt 
Paul.hunt@unisoncoventry.co.uk  



 

 

 

 

 

The Treasure has been unable to make a written report for this years AGM however 

the following should be noted. 

The audit of the 2020 branch accounts has been completed and approved by UNISONS 

Internal Audit section. As usual the branch is commended for its accurate accounting and 

record keeping and the efforts of all involved to spend branch funds effectively to progress 

the aims and priorities of UNISON 

We have a surplus ammount of 18,737.99 showing on our 2020 balance sheet. 

 

Full Details available on request 
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In the wonderful world of schools, the casework continues to amaze with the sheer variety of problems 

our members encounter. 

There has been a continuing trend in employees getting injured at work, not least from assaults from 

pupils.  Schools are being presented with more children with high needs while the local authority’s 

specialist provision has insufficient capacity.  With the freedom schools have as to where they obtain H&S 

advice, and a local authority that provides statutory levels of oversight in this area, we get issues.  We’ve 

acted swiftly at several schools to focus managers’ attention on the safety of their employees, and in some 

cases, there were significant changes in management. 

Schools also get to decide where they get their HR advice from.  Many have left the local authority, as cuts 

affected the quality of that service, and take private advice.  A number of schools have been adopting 

HR360’s leave of absence policy which UNISON made sure was not detrimental to its members. 

Job descriptions determine the duties you perform and the pay you receive.  This was worked out during 

Single Status.  Some schools have started to introduce new job descriptions which we are 

challenging.  Another issue with job descriptions we are seeing regularly is the use of support staff as 

underpaid teachers.  Take advice and don’t get exploited. 

The fragmentation of the local authority’s services is ripe for a situation where staff in council schools will 

be working under different policies.  This, of course, is already the case with academies, but it is increasing 

the risk of breaking up national terms and conditions.  We will continue to defend these and highlight the 

risk of equal pay claims to schools and local authority. 

Now that we have a government with a majority, these threats will likely grow.  Academisation will 

continue to make significant inroads into the primary sector.  This could have serious implications for how 

unions organise in schools.  The solution is to recruit, build workplace density, and train members to be 

reps so we cannot be ignored. 

Introducing the free market into schools was always intended to weaken the public sector.  We need reps… 

I’ll make a few rash predictions for the coming year: 

• Previously promised old money will be presented as new money for school budgets and the total 

budget for schools will rise.  But not by pupil head.  As a result, we will see a stream of schools 

making school staff redundant because the reserves have run out.  It’s happening already. 

• The NEU will get very exercised by this, as teachers will now be in firing line.  UNISON will continue 

to fight for support staff, who have been losing hours and pay for years now. 

• The local authority will continue the current pause in undermining unions as, ironically, they are 

going to need our help to implement some very difficult changes in next few years. 

• Mr Blobby will make an unexpected comeback on Strictly. 

 

At least one these will be wrong. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Education Convenor 

 

Chris Burrow    

Chris Burrow 

Chris.burrow@unisoncoventry.co.uk  



 
 

 
Sadly, it has been the busiest year I have experienced so far in welfare 

cases.  Some of that is down to improvements in alerting members to our services, 

but mainly, more of our members are being failed by their employer and the state 

and are coming to us for assistance. 

The processes for applying for assistance have been streamlined due to COVID and has 

seemed to work well unless the member does not have internet access, which we work 

around. 

The demand for the Winter Fuel Grant this year was phenomenal and is a reflection not of 

our weather but the financial pressure COVID has put on members. 

The COVID response fund has returned for a second time and is still currently open.  I 

anticipate the need for this will continue for months. 

All our members are eligible for assistance. 

It is notable that many of those who do approach us are from the social care sector, where 

contracts are often insecure, many have been furloughed and low wages are the norm.   

It is scandalous that our members working in these areas have been placed at the 

greatest risk from COVID while having little or no financial security if they become ill 

themselves. 

We are also helping members who are in work, but their pay is so poor they cannot afford 

essentials, and members made redundant due to COVID who are now discovering how 

hostile the benefits system actually is. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chris Burrow    

Welfare Officer 

 
Chris Burrow 

Chris.burrow@unisoncoventry.co.uk  



 

   

  

 

 

 
 
In 2021 public sector staff have faced a momentous challenge and the need for 
strong trade union organisation has never been greater. Over the past year we have 
faced unprecedented grief and hardship as the pandemic impacts on us all but also 
moments of resistance and hope, not least when the Black Lives Matter movement 
emerged in response to the murder of George Floyd.  
 
UNISON offers trade union protection, the chance for people to have a say in the 
workplace and a collective voice to build for a better future. As Communications Officer I 
will continue to assist the branch officers and staff to make sure that voice is reflected in 
our newsletters, online via and in the media. I will also assist the branch to try to continue 
to improve the quality of daily communication with members.  
 
The UK economy has shrunk by ten percent, the biggest fall since the Depression of the 1930s 

and Britain has the highest Covid death rate per capita in the world. The Tories have made a mess 

of the Covid crisis on every level, yet they are claiming credit for the successful roll out of 

the Covid vaccines which has been handled by the NHS not the private companies that they put in 

charge of the track and trace fiasco. 

The unions have won an important victory with the Government withdrawing the cap on so-called 

exit payments for public sector workers. This exposes the weakness of the Tory government and 

shows how much more could be won through serious resistance. 

Please send us your good new stories, your photos and your questions. The best content 
for our communications comes when our members send us content.  
 
If you are member and want things to change - please become a workplace steward - you 
have facility time and good quality training available to assist you.  
 
If you are a steward - please make your voice heard and use your feet to get to the 
meetings. Our union organisation is the best weapon we have to keep our services, jobs 
and defend our workplace conditions. Please get active and involved.  
 
Finally, thanks to all the Branch Officers and to our Branch Administrator, Neil Swatman 
who have worked so hard to keep people supported and the union running so well over 
the past few months.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Communications Officer 

 
David Kersey 



Facebook - http://www.facebook.com/coventryunison 
Twitter - @coventryunison 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

The last year has seen massive challenges that have impacted on the way the 

union organises. We have had to adapt very quickly to the situation – and our 

education and learning work is no exception.  

 

Prior to the pandemic access to training and education was often difficult for our 

members, and in many ways Covid-19 has made it even harder. But actually it 

really underlines how important the learning agenda is – both for development and 

for mental health. In this short report we want to outline some the things we have 

been involved in and how we organised.  

If you have any questions, comments or ideas please get in touch! 

 

Before lockdown our learning & education promotion was mainly face to face -with 

a stall in different council buildings, promotional materials such as posters & 

leaflets, as well as online. Since lockdown we have gone completely online, this 

includes and has meant expanding our… 

 

• Wordpress site 

• Facebook page (please like the page if you haven’t already) 

• Branch communications 

• Twitter 

• UNISON Stewards Whatsapp group 

• Newsletter  

• Email 
 

In terms of views on our branch learning and education Wordpress site, the figures 

are as follows: 

 

 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 

Views 76 339 529 681 1170 738 780 

 

Union Learning Reps 

 
Paul Hunt and Suki Dhaliwal 

David Kersey    

Communications@unisoncoventry.co.uk  

http://www.facebook.com/coventryunison
http://www.twitter.com/coventryunison
https://covunisonlearning.wordpress.com/
https://www.facebook.com/covunisonlearning


These are of course very modest in the scheme of things; however the site has 

proved very useful for signposting members towards the various issues we are 

involved.  

 

 

Member learning & education – courses & activities 

 

During lockdown focus was on mental health and well- being - tackling 

loneliness, combating gambling addiction, engaging in community volunteering, 

helping elderly neighbours  

Taking up or starting a hobby – lots of free online courses to learn a language, 

creative writing, gardening, book clubs, arts & crafts  

Continuing with education & learning – signing up to free online 

taster/introductory courses to higher learning and academic study  

Job specific courses - social and care workers; understanding autism & 

behavioural management and coping with bereavement  

More recently  

Job specific courses - 

• for workers in schools; staff, caterers, cleaners and early years, looking at 

school focused CPD development, digital skills, mental health, numeracy, 

literacy and health & safety  

 

• for social workers; social work/CPD, personal skills, health &  safety, mental 

health & well being, digital skills 

 

• promotion of member learning and personal development from UNISONs 

learning & Unionlearn websites is ongoing 

 

• training courses & information for activists and new reps is ongoing 

Produced a newsletter – explaining the Functional Skills and given info on online 

assessors and providers, learning news promoting Unionlearns Autumn festival of 

learning; Dyslexia Week, Maths Week, Get Online Week 2020 and UNISONs 

learning grant- we also manged to get this distributed via the Council’s Beacon 

intranet 



Ongoing promotion of learning courses from Adult Ed choices magazine, Learning 

Rep LR quarterly magazines and UNISONs ULearn is distributed 

 

 

 

Development and activities; 

• sent out a learning survey to members – 1st round 30 responded, 8 

completed – ongoing. 

• successful application for UNISONs learning grant– promotion of the bursary 

is ongoing. 

• Save the Union Learning Fund campaign which is to be scrapped by this 

govt in March 2021. 

• attended the Unionlearn ULR conference, online - which focussed on the 

crisis facing skills & manufacturing, challenges and next steps needed, 

lockdown learning and Save the Union Learning Fund campaign. 

• continue to attend Lifelong Steering Group - LLSG – meetings are now taking 

place online and moved to Thursdays to accommodate JCNC 

• there has been a review of the Lifelong Learning agreement – UNISON 

produced and distributed, to be signed off in March 2021 – hopefully this will 

address ongoing issues, for example, time for members to continue with 

learning and their education to move on. 

• we are working with other TU’s, Organised Development team and Adult Ed 

on a joint campaign to promote Functional Skills launched mid- February 

2021. 

• we requested space on Coventry Councils Beacon Intranet to promote 

learning events - which has been agreed.  

• there are ongoing issues re training, most recent being that Corporate & 

Mandatory staff training is taking too long -employer has proposed that the e-

learning refresher courses are shortened.   

• with staff being given the time to attend courses by managers. 

 

Become a workplace ULR 

We would encourage anyone who has an interest in this area of the union’s work to 

consider becoming a workplace Union Learning Rep! If you would like more 

information about this, or have questions, use the details to below to get in touch. 

 

 

Paul Hunt    Suki Dhaliwal    



 

 

       https://covunisonlearning.wordpress.com 

       www.facebook.com/covunisonlearning 

 

 

 

It has been quite a year since the last AGM! With so much going on with the pandemic it may seem like the 

international work of the union would decrease or lose some importance – in reality the opposite has been 

true.  

Across the world ordinary people are paying the price both for the way most governments have 

mishandled the pandemic whilst we experience the economic recession – which economists say is the 

worst in 300 years.  

However, despite all the difficulties – it has been working class people, often through being collectively 

organised in their trade unions who have fought for health and safety at work and against the inequality 

that prevails under this profit driven system.  

International events have impacted in Coventry. Many branch members joined the Black Lives Matter 

protests that took locally in solidarity with the mass movement that took place in the United States 

following the murder of George Floyd – standing together with many different communities, against racism 

and division. These protests took place around the world and it is vital that we as trade unionists put 

ourselves at the heart of it.  

I have been fortunate to attend a number of regional and national UNISON international forums on a 

variety of subjects. One of the advantages of the situation has been the use of technology to make these 

types of meetings more accessible. Topics at these meetings have ranged from the situation in Latin 

America to the situation in Israel – Palestine. For the latter we heard from Israeli and Palestinian trade 

union activists who were both heavily involved in unionising some of the most exploited sections of society 

which was very interesting, and how terrible working conditions with very few rights at work increases the 

possibility of the rapid spread of Covid.  

We have produced a number of branch international newsletters covering a variety of issues and have 

helped publicise campaigns from Labourstart, a website that generates solidarity with victimised workers 

and trade unionists around the world. These campaigns are often successful and worth checking out.  

The international work of UNISON is really important, interesting and very inspiring! If you would like to get 

more information about this, to be updated about our work or to get involved in it, please get in touch.  

Forwards to even more solidarity with workers around the world in 2021! 

 

 Paul Hunt    

International Officer 

 
Paul Hunt 

Suki.dhaliwal@unisoncoventry.co.uk  Paul.hunt@unisoncoventry.co.uk  

Paul.hunt@unisoncoventry.co.uk  



 

 

 

 

 

We’re always looking out 
for you when you’re at 
work, but there’s 
much more to life. 
So UNISON Living is here to help 

you get the most from your own time too. 
 
 
Maybe you want to head off to the sunshine on a budget, or 
perhaps you’re looking to upgrade your car and want help from 
someone you can trust. Or maybe you’re looking for the peace of mind 
that comes from knowing health and dental bills for your family are taken care 
of.  
Whatever you need, UNISON Living can connect you with a trusted partner who 
can help. We’ve used the huge power of our 1.3 million members to secure some 
of the best deals exclusively for you.  

benefits.unison.org.uk/unison-living 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

unison.org.uk/about/what-we-do/working-internationally 

http://westmidlandsinternational.blogspot.com 

al.blogspot.com  
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